INFO KIT
FOR YOUR VISIT
THE MUSEUM OF FLIGHT
FOR YOUR VISIT: TEACHERS

PREPARING FOR YOUR MUSEUM VISIT

• Please arrive at the Museum 15-30 minutes before your program start time. This allows time for lunch storage, bathroom breaks, check-in, and group organization.

• All programs must end at the original end time, regardless of when the program starts.

• Headcount - number of students_______ and number of chaperones______.

• Please leave backpacks at school or on the bus.

• Bring lunches in a box with school name on it. These will be stored adjacent to the Alaska Airlines Aerospace Education Center.

ARRIVAL AT THE MUSEUM

• Students should wait on the bus or outside until a TMOF representative comes to greet the group and stamp the students' hands.

• If you arrive separately from your teacher, please wait for them in the Main Museum Lobby.

• Teachers will check-in at the Alaska Airlines Aerospace Education Center (AAAEC), at the nose of the Blackbird. Student and chaperone headcounts are needed at this time.

• Upon check-in, groups can reserve a lunch time for one of the Museum's indoor lunch areas. Reservations are made on a first-come, first-served basis. Sack lunches are not permitted in Wings Café.

• Lunches will be stored adjacent to the Alaska Airlines Aerospace Education Center.

• After students are dropped off at the Museum, buses are parked on the West campus, behind the Charles Simonyi Space Gallery. After parking, drivers are welcome to get a chaperone nametag from the AAAEC and tour the Museum.

• If you will be late, please call the AAAEC at (206) 768-7239,

YOUR DAY AT THE MUSEUM

Program name(s): _____________________________________________________________

Program start time(s): _______________________________________________________

Program end time(s): _______________________________________________________

Location (where to meet): ____________________________________________________
FOR YOUR VISIT: CHAPERONES

PREPARING FOR A MUSEUM TRIP

Student Names

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ARRIVAL AT THE MUSEUM

If you arrive separately from your teacher, please wait for them in the Museum’s Main Lobby. All students must follow the Museum’s TREES:

T - Toe rails - stay outside the gray and black striped barriers around the aircraft.
R - Running - use your walking feet in the Museum
E - Eating - eat only in the designated lunch area
E - Elevator - save the elevator for visitors who need it - take the stairs
S - STICK - students must AT ALL TIMES stick with their chaperone (including bathroom breaks and while in the gift shop)

YOUR DAY AT THE MUSEUM

Program: ____________________________________________________________
Time: ______________________________________________________________
Location: ___________________________________________________________
Departure Time: _____________________________________________________

FURTHER EXPLORATION

• Check out the future of space travel in the Charles Simonyi Space Gallery.
• Explore the evolution of technology through WWI and WWII in the J. Elroy McCaw Personal Courage Wing.
• Board the Concorde and Air Force One in the Aviation Pavilion.
• Celebrate WA state history and the Boeing story in the original Boeing factory, the Red Barn.
• Go back in time and explore the history of space exploration in Space: Exploring the New Frontier.
• See the transformation of aviation over the ages in the T.A. Wilson Great Gallery.